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Abstract A large number of practical optimization problems involve
elements of quite diverse nature described as mixtures of qualitative and
quantitative information and whose description is possibly incomplete
In this work we present an extension of the breeder genetic algorithm that
represents and manipulates this heterogeneous information in a natural
way The algorithm is illustrated in a set of optimization tasks involving
the training of dierent kinds of neural networks An extensive experi
mental study is presented in order to show the potential of the algorithm
  Introduction
Realworld data come from many dierent sources described by mixtures of nu
meric and qualitative variables These variables include continuous or discrete
numerical processes symbolic information etc In particular qualitative vari
ables might have a dierent nature Some are ordinal in the usual statistical
sense 	ie with a discrete domain composed by k categories but totally ordered
wrt a given relation
 or nominal 	discrete but lacking an order
 The data may
also come with their own peculiarities 	vagueness uncertainty incompleteness

and thus may require completely dierent treatments
For Evolutionary Algorithms 	EA
 this translates in the introduction of a
coding system 	a suitable representation
 for all the information not directly
representable in the chosen chromosomic language In practical terms this in
volves the use of binary 	or small cardinality
 alphabets 	as in classical genetic
algorithms GA
 or realvalued quantities 	as in Evolution Strategies ES
 This
can be seen as a preprocessing that is not part of the original task and as such
may have deep consequences in the structure of the problem
On the one hand the algorithm receives an indirect and biased feedback 	via
the tness function
 One may argue that the decoding 	even a complex one
 can
be seen as part of the genotypetophenotype development While this posture
makes sense in living organisms in articial systems data representation is a
crucial factor for a successful learning process and can have a great impact on
performance The choice of representation should be as faithful as possible in
the sense that the relations between the represented entities should correspond
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to meaningful relations between the original data items The possibility of in
jecting knowledge in the genetic operators about the kind of structures they are
manipulating is also an appealing idea Indeed the choice of a representation
scheme should not be made alone but in conjunction with the genetic operators
A set of genetic operators that allows important partial solutions to propagate
and does not permit invalid or unimportant ones to succeed is likely to enhance
overall performance For example a good tree representation should be able to
represent all possible trees 	and only trees
 and be continuous 	ie similar
representations should develop similar trees
  Furthermore genetic operators
should generate only valid trees 	or repair invalid trees after generation
 In this
way higherorder gene interactions can be worked out in a controlled way
On the other hand unwanted gene interactions 	epistatic phenomena
 are one
of the headaches in designing EA solutions Problems with little or no epistasis
are trivial to solve 	eg by hillclimbing
 However highly epistatic problems may
be extremely dicult to solve since they can prevent the formation of useful
building blocks and are prone to deception These interactions are very likely
to appear as a side eect of the chosen coding scheme Finally results involving
genes that encode information may be dicult to interpret in isolation being
the case that they do not represent any specic feature
In this work we extend the expressive power of the breeder genetic algorithm
	BGA
  allowing it to manipulate heterogeneous information We then apply
it to a set of optimization tasks involving the training of a heterogeneous neural
network The results illustrate how performance and readability are enhanced
 The Breeder Genetic Algorithm
The Breeder Genetic Algorithm  is in midway between GAs and ESs While
in GA selection is stochastic and loosely inspired in natural selection the BGA
uses truncation selection in which only the best individuals 	usually a xed per
centage  of the population size 
 are to be recombined and mutated Genetic
operators are applied by randomly picking two parents until the number of o
spring equals    q Then the former q best elements are reinserted into the
population forming a new generation of  individuals that replaces the previous
one The BGA selection mechanism is then deterministic 	there are no probabil
ities
 extinctive 	the best elements are guaranteed to be selected and the worst
are guaranteed not to be selected
 and qelitist 	the best q elements always sur
vive from a generation to the next
 For the BGA the typical value is q  
This is a form of the comma strategy 	 
 since the parents are not included
in the replacement process with the exception of the q previous best Note that
given that q is xed only  needs to be specied since     q
The BGA uses a direct representation that is a gene is a decision variable
	not a way of coding it
 and its allele is the value of the variable An immediate
consequence is that in the absence of other conditionings as constraint handling
the tness function equals the function to be optimized In addition the algo
rithm does not selfoptimize any of its own parameters as is done in ES and
in some metaGAs  Chromosomes are thus potential solution vectors x of n
components where n is the problem size This is of crucial importance since
 It eliminates the need of choosing a coding function for real numbers
 It opens the way to the direct manipulation of dierent kinds of variables
other than real numbers 	eg fuzzy discrete
 as single genes
 It permits the design of datadependent genetic operators
The BGA is mainly driven by recombination 	very much as an ordinary GA

with mutation regarded as an important but background operator intended to
reintroduce some of the alleles lost in the population This view is conceptually
right for GAs because alphabet cardinality is usually very small 	two in most
cases
 However for those algorithms that make use of realvalued alleles 	like the
BGA
 mutation has to be seen in the double role of solution netuner 	for very
small mutations
 and as the main discovery force 	for moderate ones
 In fact
the initial BGA formulation remarked the synergistic eect of the combined and
iterated application of recombination and mutation to extract the most from an
EA  We now briey describe dierent possibilities for the genetic operators
  Recombination
Any operator mixing the genetic material of the parents is called a recom
bination operator In a BGA recombination is applied unconditionally Let
x  	x
 
     x
n

 y  	y
 
     y
n

 be two selected individuals xy such that
x  y Let z  	z
 
     z
n

 be the result of recombination and   i  n The
following are some of the more common possibilities to obtain an ospring z
Discrete Recombination DR Set z
i
 fx
i
 y
i
g 	with equal probability

Line Recombination LR Set z
i
 x
i
 	y
i
  x
i

 with a xed    
Extended Intermediate Recombination EIR Set z
i
 x
i
 
i
	y
i
  x
i


with 
i
      chosen with uniform probability The  	  parameter
expresses the degree to which ospring can be generated out of the parentss
scope an imaginary line that joins them in R More precisely jy
i
  x
i
j is the
maximum fraction of the distance between parents where the ospring can be
placed either left to the leftmost parent or right to the rightmost parent Rea
sonable values should not exceed    since the bigger the  the more the
eect of the parents is diminished in creating ospring
Fuzzy Recombination FR This operator replaces the uniform pdf 	prob
ability distribution function
 by a bimodal one with the two modes located at
x
i
 y
i
 It thus favours ospring values close to either of the parents and not in
any intermediate point with equal probability as with previous operators The
label fuzzy comes from the fact that the two parts of the pdf resemble fuzzy
numbers 	triangular in the original formulation 
 fullling the conditions
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stating that ospring t lies in one 	or both
 of the intervals being e 	  the
fuzzy numbers spread the same for both parts The favour for ospring values
near the parents is thus stronger the closer the parents are In the simplest case
	e  
 the two parts meet at the median and this point has zero probability
   Mutation
A mutation operator is applied to each gene with probability n
  
so that on
average one gene is mutated for each individual Let z  	z
 
     z
n

 denote the
result of mutation of an individual x The elements of z are formed as follows
Discrete Mutation DM Set z
i
 x
i
sign range
i
 with sign  f g
chosen with equal probability range
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 
	r

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where 
i
 f g taken from a Bernouilli probability distribution such that
Pr	
i
 
 
 
k
 In this setting k  N

is a parameter originally related to the
precision with which the optimum was to be located In practice the value of
k is related to the expected value of mutation steps the higher k is the more
negrained the resultant mutation operator is The factor 
 sets the maximum
step that mutation is allowed to produce wrt the range r
 
i
 r

i
 of variable i
Continuous Mutation CM Same as DM with   
 k
 where    
with uniform probability
 Extension of the BGA to Heterogeneous Problems
We consider basic data peculiarities most likely to be found in real applications
The BGA representation as well as the workings of the corresponding genetic
operators are described The algorithm manipulates the involved variables as a
unique entity at all levels Obviously realvalued variables are directly treated
as such initialized at random within a predeclared range and recombined and
mutated with the operators described in 	x
 and 	x

Ordinal mvalued variables are represented as positive natural numbers in the
interval m an initialized at random within the interval For recombination
there are three possibilities which mimic the realvalued operators DR 	gen
erally valid but ignores the order
 LR 	respects the order
 and EIR 	idem
needs an  parameter
 Some preliminary investigations lead to the choice of LR
	  
 that is the median of the parents Mutation involves an increase 	to
the immediately following value wrt the linear order
 or a decrease 	idem but
in the opposite sense
 and the decision is taken with equal probability
Nominal mvalued variables are also represented as an interval m but no
order relation is assumed The clear choice for recombination is DR being the
only one explicitly assuming no underlying order Mutation is realized by switch
ing to a new value in the interval with equal probability
Fuzzy quantities The extension to handle fuzzy numbers is given by a tuple of
reals 	three in the general case two if the chosen representation is symmetric

Linguistic variables are described by their anchor points on the abscissa axis
	eg four in the case of trapezoidal membership functions

Recombination of fuzzy numbers is taken as the corresponding extension
of the operators for realvalued quantities In particular for EIR the mode is
obtained following its formula 	involving the selection of 
 and the spread is
computed using the formula with the same  This makes sense since the spread
is usually proportional to the mode Fig 	
 provides an example
1 2 3 4 5 6
Fig  EIR recombination for fuzzy numbers with     and   
uniformly chosen in    Mode and spread for the two parents are
  and 
  The thicker number is the result of recombination As for
real numbers the value of  makes ospring resemble its bigger parent more
a factor of
 

 than its smaller one The mode is  and the spread 
Mutation of fuzzy numbers is also developed as an extension of the real
valued operators by taking into account that mode and spread are collectively
expressing a single 	fuzzy
 number Both continuous and discrete operators can
be used as follows The change on the mode is determined using the respective
formulas The change on the spread uses the same sign and  	which are the
terms depending on probabilities
 as used for the mode
For linguistic variables recombination is also an extension of the operators for
realvalued quantities For EIR the procedure is analogous as for fuzzy numbers
that is using the same  for all the involved quantities In this case however the
source of uncertainty is dierent and there is no need for the ospring spreads
to be in a proportion to their modes similar to that of the parents and other
operators could be conceivable Fig 	
 provides an example In mutation a
single step change is proposed according to the formulas which aects all the
constituting points 	modes and spreads
 in the same way
Missing values are dealt with in a specially meaningful way They are initially
generated according to the estimated probability of a missing value in the vari
1 2 3
Fig  EIR recombination for trapezoidal linguistic terms with     and
 uniformly chosen in    and equal this time to  for clarity The
thicker set is the result of recombination In this case both parents are equally
responsible of the obtained ospring   
able This makes sense since for variables containing high numbers of missing
values the probability of placing one in the corresponding gene increases If this
probability is zero a missing value could still be introduced by mutation 	sig
naling the temporal loss of a gene or trait
 A mutation operator sets a missing
value in the allele with a certain probability 	usually very low
 If this change
leads to improved performance it will be retained A missing value cannot be
mutated back to a nonmissing one A denite value can only be recovered by
recombination to the 	nonmissing
 gene of another individual
Recombination is treated as discrete 	DR
 whenever at least one of the par
ents have a missing trait This is coherent with the philosophy of EA recom
bination stands for the transmission of the parentss genetic material to their
ospring If a parent is lacking a gene this characteristic has to be given the
chance to be passed on Besides if the trait or gene is lacking for both parents it
will be so for the ospring since nothing can be invented from scratch 	this is
the role of mutation
 In summary given  a recombination operator 	possibly
heterogeneous
 it is extended to a 
X
	where X denotes the missing value
 as
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
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 if x
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 if x
i
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where  denotes exclusiveor All this manipulation for missing values diers
from the one that results by treating it as any other value for its generation
and propagation would be carried out blindly The proposed treatment has the
added appeal of being simple and natural from the point of view of an EA in
the sense that it is taken as a missing gene and is independent of the data type
 A Case Study in Neural Network Training
 The BGA as a Neural Network Trainer
Evolutionary methods are immediate candidates for neural network optimiza
tion being the case that they may alleviate the problem of local minima How
ever when coding an ANN into a GA chromosome highly complex interactions
may develop due to the inuence that a given weight on a hidden unit has on the
whole network computation The usual binary representation of the realvalued
weights carries with it extra interactions between nonneighbouring genes thus
inducing strong epistatic eects in GA processing In these conditions it is at
least doubtful that the building block hypothesis can hold A concise review on
the generic use of evolutionary learning algorithms for neural optimization is
given in   To the best of our knowledge the BGA has only been used for
some specic neural optimization tasks or application examples  
  Heterogeneous Neural Networks
These articial networks are built out of neuron models dened as a mapping
h 

H
n
 R Here

H
n
is a cartesian product of an arbitrary number n of
source sets These source sets may be extended reals

R
i
 R
i
	 fXg extended
families of 	normalized
 fuzzy sets

F
i
 F
i
	 fXg and extended nite sets of
the form

O
i
 O
i
	 fXg

M
i
 M
i
	 fXg where each of the O
i
has a full
order relation while the M
i
have not The special symbol X extends the source
sets and denotes the unknown element 	missing information
 behaving as an
incomparable element wrt any ordering relation According to this denition
neuron inputs are vectors composed of n elements among which there might be
reals fuzzy sets ordinals categorical and missing data 
An heterogeneous neuron computes a similarity index followed by a classical
squashing nonlinear function with domain in  We use in this work a Gower
like similarity index   in which the computation for heterogeneous entities is
constructed as a weighed combination of partial similarities over single variables
This coecient has its values in the real interval   and for any two objects
i j given by tuples of cardinality n is given by the expression
s
ij

P
n
k 
g
ijk

ijk
P
n
k 

ijk
where g
ijk
is a similarity score for objects i j according to their value for variable
k These scores are in the interval   and are computed according to dierent
schemes for numeric and qualitative variables In particular for a continuous
variable k and any two objects i j the following similarity score is used
g
ijk
 s

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ik
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j
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ij
jv
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j

Here v
ik
denotes the value of object i for variable k and s	z
  	  z


  	 
The similarity measure used for categorical variables is the overlap
gijk


 if v
ik
 v
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 if v
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 v
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The 
ijk
is a binary function expressing whether both objects are comparable
or not according to their values wrt variable k as follows

ijk


 v
ik
 X and v
jk
 X
 otherwise
For variables representing fuzzy sets if F
i
is an arbitrary family of fuzzy sets
in X and

A

B  F
i
 the following similarity relation s is used
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g
Notice that this measure is reexive in the strong sense and also symmetric
As for the activation function a modied version of the classical logistic is used
 which is an automorphism 	a monotonic bijection
 in  
The framework has provision for other types of variables as ordinal or lin
guistic and other kinds of combination for the partial similarities The resulting
heterogeneous neuron is sensitive to the degree of similarity between its weight
vector and a given input both composed in general by a mixture of continu
ous and discrete quantities !possibly with missing data! and can be used for
conguring heterogeneous articial neural networks 	HNN

 An Experimental Study
Seven learning tasks taken from the Proben repository  are studied alto
gether representative of the kinds of variables typically found in real problems
while displaying dierent degrees of missing information 	from " to "
 Their
main characteristics are displayed in Table 
For every data set the available documentation is analysed in what concerns
type and meaning of variables allowing an assessment on the more appropriate
treatment Missing information is also identied Specically some originally
continuous variables are treated as ordinal since this makes much more sense
than to consider them as continuous Examples would be number of times preg
nant or heart pulse There are also variables that besides being endowed with a
total order relation display a source of vagueness 	coming from their subjective
character
 that has to be modeled This is the case of for instance the temper
ature of extremities 	cold cool normal warm
 or the abdominal distension
	none slight moderate severe
 These variables are treated as linguistic
by respecting the number and order of the 	initially crisp
 values In absence of
more precise information the cut points are set at the  level as is usually
done Besides some continuous variables are converted to triangular fuzzy num
bers with a low fuzziness 	roughly estimated at a "
 reecting the uncertainty
derived from their imprecise measurements
Table  Basic features of the data sets Def default accuracy Missing percentage
of missing values Missing percentage of cases with at least one missing value
Name Type Cases Def Missing Missing InOut Data
Pima Diabetes C 	   
		 	   R N I
Credit Card C    
    R N I
Horse Colic C 
   	    R NI
Heart Disease C        R N 
I
Solar Flares R        R N 
I
SinusCosinus R 
       R N I
SISOBench R        R N I
C classication R regression R real N nominal I ordinal
Four dierent architectures are studied composed of a hidden layer of  
 and  neurons plus as many output units as required by the task The data
sets are split in  folds and ten """ partitions are formed such that
each of the  folds appears exactly twice as a validation fold twice as a test and
 times as one of the  training folds For each conguration ten runs are carried
out varying the initial conditions of the BGA set to       The task
is to minimize the normalized root square error 	NRSE
 on the training part
until   error evaluations are used in each run Test errors are computed
using the network that produced the lowest error in its validation part
As a reference two standard neural networks are also trained in the same
conditions treating all information as realvalued quantities as is the case in
standard neural learning systems Specically the standard scalarproduct neu
ron plus a bias weight using a logistic as activation function 	MLP
 and a radial
basis function neuron 	RBF
 based on Euclidean distance plus a Gaussian with
its own variance 	to be learned
 The BGA is here used in its original formula
tion The obtained generalization results are summarized in Table  where mean
test NRSE is displayed averaged over the four architectures
Table  Results for each data set averaged over the four architectures An asterisk
 means that the result is worse than any of the other two in the sense that for all
of the four architectures MannWhitney tests for greater than are signicant at the
 level wrt both of the other two models The average is given as an indication
Problem MLP net RBF net HNN net
Pima Diabetes  
  
Horse Colic  
 
Heart Disease  	 	
Credit Card  
  
Solar Flares 	 	 
SinusCosinus 	 	
  

SISOBench    
Average   
Table  Heterogeneous weights of a hidden neuron for the Horse Colic problem
 Name Type Value
 Rectal temperature celsius fuzzy number  
 Temperature of extremities linguistic cold cool normal warm
TEMPERATURE
 Mucous membranes color nominal normal pink

 Nasogastric reux PH fuzzy number  
 Abdominocentesis appearance nominal cloudy
The readability of the obtained solutions is illustrated in Table  We show
part of the weights of a hidden neuron taken at random from one of the networks
delivered by crossvalidation for the Horse Colic problem Linguistic terms are
shown in graphical form whereas triangular fuzzy numbers are shown in nu
merical form 	rounded to one decimal
 for clarity Notice the obtained linguistic
term is almost symmetric a characteristic found by the algorithm itself
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